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About This Game

Can you escape the Dreamcage?

Are you ready to solve puzzles and crack codes in this new and innovative room escape game?

A strange world full of different cages, each one trapping a miniature world inside. Beautiful and magical, but creepy and
captivating at the same time! You find yourself inside Cage 28 with no idea of what's going on.

The Giant Caretaker, that was looking after the cages, seems to be long gone and everything is falling apart. Find a way out, or
risk being locked inside forever!

If you think you have what it takes to escape all those rooms go on and download this escape game!

Features:

- Unique setting and ambiance, unlike any other escape game.
- Complete, functioning world imagined inside a claustrophobic birdcage.

- 15 beautiful rooms to explore!
- Dozens of challenging quests and original puzzles!

- An escape game you will remember!
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One of those games that is hard to not recommend but in it's current state (nice looking world but plays like crap, jitters and
jumps despite having a rig that says I'm above 90 fps) and lack of dev input make me say stay away until it's fixed. The Rusty
Lake games are very good. If you aren't sure whether or not this game will be your thing, download the other games in the series
(many for free) on your mobile device, test them out, and if you enjoy them, you'll absolutely enjoy the Steam offerings (which
are richer and more fleshed out and longer than the free mobile games).

The Rusty Lake game have challenging puzzles with solutions that make sense, nice art, a great soundtrack, and above all,
fantastic lore and world-building. Is there a ton of replay value? Yes, the way one would re-read a book (because at least for me,
the challenge of a point and click game is gone after I first finish it).

Rusty Lake Roots is probably the best of the Rusty Lake games on Steam. Although I recommend them all, I think what makes
this game stand out is the extended end game content as well as the fact that the game can be played in a variety of ways, due to
the family tree mechanic.

Puzzles are organized on a family tree. Completing a given puzzle will usually unlock more puzzles on the family tree. The user
can skip around or follow a specific branch until they need to skip to another branch of the family tree.

Because various stories intersect, there's arguably replay value in the form of following different people's specific stories
through the game on different playthroughs.. Just bought this game, so far so good! Very entertaining, fun, and frustrating all at
the same time! 10\/10 would rage!. The only experience I had with sword fighting games was Chivalry. I love that game. But the
chaos of multiplayer made it very difficult for me to get into. Elium solves that problem.

Combat system is innovative and intuitive. It rewards timing and observation. There is a way to be stealthy, but I'll admit I'm not
very good at it. I always end up having to fight.

This is also a difficult game. Once you learn the ropes (around level 3) it's easy to deal with one guard. But then you'll have to
fight more than one guard at a time, and that's when things get rough.

I read one guy saying that his powerful computer couldn't get high FPS with this game. I don't know what he's talking about. I
run an i5-6500 with a Radeon 460. Game runs at around 50 FPS no problem. And my friend who has a GTX 1060 runs it
perfectly.

The other thing that is important, at least if you care about this sort of thing, is the indie aspect of it. Every now and then we get
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to enjoy the rare indie gems. Games that defy big developers due to excellence in game design and pure customer service. This
is a game developed by one guy. And it's excellent. It's the kind of videogame that you want to support simply because of the
principle of it. And if on top of that it's a good game, well, Elium checks all the right boxes.

This is not a perfect game. But it's a fun game.
. Sure this won't mean much to many people but sadly Arsené Lupin is not well portrayed. No longer is he his gentleman self but
in this game is commiting crimes to apparently prove how stupid the English are. Very unlike Arsené Lupin.. This is not a good
game.. Not too bad for a early release game pretty fun :). A bigger half of me, regret buying this game.

In short, imagine Double Dragon 2 from NES done worse.

Some sounds missing, ghost crates from time to time, a lot of enemies, that overpower You just because they zerg You.

Really, if You have any DD game that You enjoy, stay with it. Buy this only if You have no access to any DD game.. What a
rage enducing game, lemme tell you.. I beat the entire game and I absolutely loved it. I made a playlist on my youtube channel of
me beating this game if you want to check it out! 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zcpu6g_ulLE&list=PLkG-4CfiDfKMAeXJu3H3odvIt2xNbluBR

I loved it and I would play another one if the developers made one!
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Beautiful and simple puzzle game. Difficulty pacing is very well done, with new mechanics being intorduced with a lot of
thought and care.

Art and Audio are amazing, a real please to sit and play. Really looking forward too additional content in the future, and best of
luck to the developers!. best game i have ever played 10 out of ten better game play then tf2 and l4d2. Broken game.I grew up
with this game on NES and it was wonderful... This is not a functioning game- no audio after the intro and I found the only way
I could make the cursor even remotely controllably was to hold down the right mouse button the whole game.... otherwise it
went all over the screen making the switches hard to time and having to redo multiple times.
I do not recommend this at all....
. This game freaks me out, one of the few Vive games where I freaked out. Game needs more content and Visualization though..
A quirky commentary on the crippling debt we all face (damnit steam sale). This game was built to require a bit of strategy,
luck, and decent amount of grinding despite what the author says. With that said it's build like an old school 8-bit. Remember
F-12 due to being punished for exploring too far. But to anyone who says this game is too hard can't even call themselves a
gamer. It has a higher difficulty curve between beginning and mid game but that's it.. More people should be playing this fast
and fun game.. I have many fond memories of this game, but it simply doesnt have the player base to support the economy it's
designed to have. I can't recommend people new to the game start playing it. Was a beautiful MMO while it lasted

RIP :(. The best game...
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